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A well-known result of Radd [S] asserts that any bounded continuous function 
on the closed unit disc D and analytic on Dove’(0) is necessarily analytic on all 
of Do. In [6] an abstract version of the result was obtained by function algebra 
methods which easily allowed the replacement of 0 by a countable subset E of @. 
Then Stout [lo], answering a question raised by Kakutani, showed in the 
original setting that E could be taken to be any set of (inner logarithmic) capacity 
zero. Stout’s methods were classical (and gave more); our purpose here is to note 
that the approach of [6] applies to give an abstract version of Stout’s result simply 
by utilizing Jensen measures (as Bishop did to give another proof of the original 
result [2]). Indeed, the main observation needed is just the elementary fact that 
for f in a unz~orm algebra A and E a Bore1 set of capacity zero, f-l(E) is always 
a null set for any Jensen measure representing a point outside that set (Lemma 1). 
Thus f -l(E) is small, in a certain sense, for such small E C @. In contrast, we 
shall show in Theorem 6 that for an analytic algebra A with a locally connected 
spectrum M and Silov boundary a, if E C f (M)\ f (a) has positive capacity then 
f-l(E) is large in the sense thatg( f -l(E)) h as p osi ive capacity for any nonconstant ‘t’ 
g in A. Since a compact E C 30 can have positive capacity and zero length, and 
thus be a peak interpolation set for the disc algebra A(D), by taking f the identity 
function we see that no such conclusion is possible if E lies in f(3). However, 
if E C 3D has positive length then any nonconstant bounded analytic function 
on Do has cluster values along E forming a set of positive capacity by a theorem 
of Frostman [4, p. 971; an extension of this result is given as Theorem 5 below. 
Finally, a slight extension of Stout’s result is given, along with some improve- 
ments of results in [5, 6J. 
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1. Let 1 E A, a closed separating subalgebra of C(M), where M is 
compact Hausdorff. By a set of capacity zero, we shall always mean of inner 
logarithmic capacity zero, not necessarily Borel. Our observation is the simple 
LEMMA 1. Suppose E C @ is a Bore1 set of capacity zero and f E A. Then 
for any Jensen measure X carried by M representing m E M\ f -l(E), 
A(f -l(E)) = 0. 
For the proof, let K C f -l(E) b e compact and let f *X be the image of X under 
the map of measures induced by f : M -+ C. Then for 1 E c and Eb = f(K) C E, 
logIf( ~~~~gIf-5l~~=~~~g/~-~lf*~(~~~ 
< log(llf II + I 5 I> 
+ s, 1% I z--5lf*V4 
shows f *A IE, has a bounded logarithmic potential on E,, (hence everywhere) 
since f(m) lies at a positive distance from the compact set E, . Since E0 has 
capacity zero the measure must vanish, whence 0 = h(f -l(E,,)) 3 X(K), so 
X(f -l(E)) = 0 by regularity. 
Now let 8 C M be a closed boundary, i.e., a closed subset containing the silov 
boundary 8, . Whether M is the full spectrum MA of A or not will not be 
crucial, but rather that local maximum modulus hold relative to a in the sense 
that for each open U C M\a we have 
I a I < sup I 4V on U, (1) 
for all a E A. (This is automatic if M is the spectrum M,,, because of Rossi’s 
local maximum modulus theorem [5].) Recall that a function f is A-holomorphic 
(= locally approximable in [6]) on a set U in M if each m E U has a neighborhood’ 
on which f is a uniform limit of a sequence in A, while A is called a-relatively 
maximal if no properly larger subalgebra of C(M) can have 8 as a boundary. 
Our abstract version of Stout’s result for functions continuous on all of M is 
the following 
1 More precisely f has an extension to a neighborhood of m in M which is a uniform 
limit of elements of A; alternativelyf extends to an open neighborhood U, of U so as to 
be locally uniformily approximable. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose E C UZ is of capacity zero, 
(a) local maximum modulus holds relative to a, 
(b) f E C(M) is A-holomorphic on M\(% u f-l(E)), and 
(c) f-l(E) is nowhere dense or M is locally connected. 
Then if B is the closed subalgebra of C(M) generated by A and f, 8 is a boundary 
for B. In particular, B = A andf E A if A is &relatively maximal. 
By definition f is A-holomorphic on an open set, and so on M\(a v F), where 
F is a relatively closed subset of M\a contained in f -l(E). 
And because f is A-holomorphic on M\(a u F) we conclude from local 
maximum modulus that a, C a u F: given m E M\(a u F), f is a uniform limit 
of elements of A on an open neighborhood U C M\a of m, and so for this U 
(1) follows for polynomials in f, hence for a dense subalgebra of B. Consequently 
a, n U = 0, and the assertion follows. 
Now each m E M provides a multiplicative linear functional on B for which 
there is a Jensen representing measure X on a, C 8 u F [5]. In particular, if 
m E M\f -l(E) then for each compact K C F, EK = f(K) C E is a Bore1 set of 
capacity zero, and of course m #f-‘(E) implies m $ f -l(EK), so by Lemma 1, 
0 = X(f-l(EK)) 3 h(K). Th us since F is Borel, by regularity X(F) = 0 and h 
is carried by a alone, whence 
I b@)l d SUP I Wa)l, bEB. (2) 
In case f -l(E) is nowhere dense, (2) then follows for all m in (M\f -l(E))- = M, 
and we are done. (Note that Enon-Bore1 forces use of K and EK .) 
If instead M is locally connected then each component S off -l(E)O is open, 
and each compact connected neighborhood N of m E S has f(N) totally dis- 
connected (as a compact set of capacity zero must be [l, 3]), so f / S is locally 
constant, and thus constant. Consequently f is in fact A-holomorphic on 
M\(a u af -l(E)), so 8, C a u af -l(E). NOW (2) holds for each m E M\f-l(E), 
so it is valid for m in af -l(E), and again as C a and the result follows. (Evidently 
we could take “j A-holomorphic on M\(a u F(E))” as a replacement for 
“f-l(E) is nowhere dense”.) 
COROLLARY 1 (of the proof). Without hypothesis (c), if B, is the closed 
subalgebra of C((M\f -l(E)O) u a) generated by A and f, aBO C a; so $ A 1 3 is a 
maximal subalgebra of C(a) and (*)M # f -l(E)O v a, then f coincides with an 
element of A on (M\f -l(E)O) v a. 
The final assertion follows from the fact that (*) implies B, 1 a is proper. 
COROLLARY 2 (Stout). If f is continuous on the closed disc D and analytic on 
D\(aD u f -l(E)), where E is of capacity zero, then f is analytic on D\aD. 
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In this classical setting, we of course have A = A(D) the disc algebra, 
M = MA = D is locally connected, and A is 8D-relatively maximal by Wermer’s 
maximality theorem [5]. Alternatively, we could apply Corollary 1 since f-l(E)O 
cannot cover Do unless f is constant, and again Wermer’s result applies. 
Actually, we could follow [6j a bit more closely since the exact analog of its 
principal lemma [6, 2.11 holds. Since doing so leads further we note it as 
LEMMA 2. Suppose E C @ has capacity zero, g E A peaks within 8 on P 
(i.e., I g(v)1 -c 1 = g(p), p C a), and V is an open neighborhood of P in a. 
Set CL = SUP 1 g(a\v)l ( necessarily < 1) and W = {m E M: 1 g(m)] > CL}, so W 
is a neighborhood of P in M. 
ThenanyfEAforwhichf(V)CEhasf(W)CEaswell. 
This follows directly from Lemma 1. Indeed, suppose m E M and f (m) $ E. 
Then if h is a Jensen measure for m on 8 and K C V is compact, so is EK = 
f(K) C E, and by L emma 1 we have 0 = X(f -l(E,)) > h(K). Again by regularity 
X(V) = 0, so 
One consequence of this form of our lemma is a version of Theorem 1 involving 
a countable set off. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose E, C @ is a closed set of capacity zero, n = 1,2,..., 
(a) local maximum modulus holds relative to a, and 
(b) for n=l,2 ,..., fn E C(M) and is A-holomorphic on a J;xed open 
u 3 MEL, af 2(-u u 3). 
Then the closed algebra B in C(M) generated by A and the f,, has a as a boundary, 
and so B = A and allf,, E A if A is &relatively maximal. 
By local maximum modulus and A-holomorphy, no point of U 3 M\ 
(lJ af ;‘(E,J u a) can be peak point for BN , the closed algebra generated by A, 
fi Y,fN > and thus 8eN C M\U. Hence arr C M\lJ and therefore 3, C lJz=‘=, 
af;lpq u a. 
Consequently, if &\a = o, then for some 71, af ;l(E,) n (&\a) has nonvoid 
interior V in the locally compact space a,\a by category, and B necessarily 
contains a peak point p for B since peak points are dense in the Silov boundary. 
But fn( I’) C EN, and so fn( W) C E, f or a neighborhood W ofp in M by Lemma 2; 
since p E: af ;‘(E,J we have the desired contradiction, showing &\a = ,GZ and 
completing our proof. 
As nonzero fi , fi in C(D) with f;‘(O) u f;‘(O) = D show, f;‘(EJ cannot 
replace 3f;‘(Ej) in b). However, the above proof shows 
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THEOREM 2’. Suppose E, is as in Theorem 2, (a) holds, fn E C(M), n = I,2 ,..., 
and U = M\(U,” f ;‘(I?,) u a) ’ zs o p en and nonvoid while all fn are A-holomorphic 
on u. 
Then the closed algebra B in C(a u U-) generated by A and the fn has 8 as a 
boundary; in case A 1 8 is a maximal subalgebra of C(a) we thus have g, in A for 
which fn = g, on a v U-for each n. 
The final assertion follows from the fact that B 1 8 must be proper since 
U # O, hence is precisely A 1 a. As a consequence of this special version of 
Theorem 2 (and Wermer’s Maximality Theorem), we have 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose E,, is closed, of capacity zero, and fn E C(D) is analytic 
on D”\(JT=lf ;‘(EJ, which we assume to be nonvoid and open. Then each fn is 
analytic on Do. 
Here a = aD of course. Let U be as in Theorem 2’. 
Select g, E A(D) as in Theorem 2’, and consider Q = (Jr=p=,g;l(E,J. Since 
fn = g, on U and f ;l(E,J n U = O, Q n U = O. Now if g, is nonconstant 
g;‘(EJ n Do is zero dimensional and relatively closed, while if g, is constant 
we have g,l(E,) n U void since Q and U are disjoint. Thus Q n Do is zero 
dimensional (by the Sum Theorem for zero-dimensional sets). Since alJ\a C 
(u f $(E,)) n U- n Do C Q n Do, XJ\a is totally disconnected and U- = D, 
sofn =g, on D. 
Our union is automatically closed if it is in fact finite, and for suitable related 
functions we need not assume any set is nonvoid; for example 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose f E PN)(D), Eij is a closed set of capacity zero for 
0 < i, j < N, and f is analytic on D”\u~~io (D,‘D,y)-l(E,,). Then f is analytic 
on Do if DzNDVNf is nonconstant. (Here D, = a/ax of course.) 
Since the union of finitely many closed sets of capacity zero is again a closed 
set of capacity zero we can replace each Eij by E = UT,=, E,, u {0}, and f is 
analytic on Do\U~+o D(ziD,if)-l(E). N ow exactly as in the proof of Corollary 3, 
f is analytic on U = DO\((J~+o (Dz~Dzljf)-l(E)o)-, and since D,“Dif is neces- 
sarily constant on each (open) component of (Dz~D,~f)-l(E)o, such components 
(for i or j < N) lie in (DzNDuNf)-l(0) C (DzNDVNf)-l(E), so U contains 
D”\(DzNDVNf)-l(E). By hypothesis, our derivative is nonconstant and E totally 
disconnected, so U # ,D and Corollary 3 applies. 
Corollaries 3 and 4 can of course be applied with D replaced by a connected 
domain in C, and with minor modification in CN by considering each variable 
separately; note that the proof of Corollary 3 utilizes one special feature of the 
one-dimensional case, Wermer’s maximality theorem, which forces this approach 
to the N-dimensional case. 
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One direct consequence of Lemma 1 is the fact that, for E closed of capacity 
xero and f E A, f-l(E) is always A-convex (i.e., coincides with its A-convex hull 
{m E M: I a(m)I < SUP I a(f -W)I, 11 a a E A}). This is the special case K = o of 
COROLLARY 5. For E closed of capacity zero and f E A, f-l(E) U K is A- 
convex whenever K is. (Thus for any K, with * denoting hull, (f-l(E) U K)^ = 
(f-l(E) u R)^ = f-l(E) u 2.) 
Indeed for m $ f -l(E) in the A-convex hull of the union, f-l(E) U K carries 
Jensen measure h representing m, and since h must vanish on f-l(E), m lies in 
the A-convex hull of K, i.e., in K. (Note that local maximum modulus is not 
involved here.) 
We shall use the special case cited in noting next that when M = MA and f 
is A-holomorphic on all of M,\ f -l(E) we can delete (c) from Theorem 1, which 
gives the complete analog of the situation when E = {0}, including Rickart’s 
result identifying M, [5, p. 931. 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose E closed, of capacity zero, and f E C(M,) is A-holo- 
morphic on MA\f -l(E). Then the closed subalgebra B of C(IM,) generated by A 
and f has a, = a, and MB = MA . 
Let F = f-l(E) and A, be the closure of A 1 F in C(F). We claim F coincides 
with its A-convex hull P = {m E MA: 1 a(m)1 < sup / a(F)/}, the spectrum of 
A,. Indeed f is A,-holomorphic on @\F, so the closed subalgebra B, of C(p) 
generated by A and f has F as a boundary; by Corollary 5 (for K void), F is B,- 
convex and thus since m EP\F implies 1 b(m)/ > sup ] b(F)/ for some b E B, 
despite aBP C F, we have our claim. Consequently, we know that for any 
relatively clopen set KC E, x&f IF) E A, by silov’s idempotent theorem [S], 
whence2 C(E) 0 (f ] F) C A, . In particular f I F E A, so f is A-holomorphic on 
F” = f -“(E)O, and now Corollary 1 applies to show a, C 8, , so 8, = a, . 
Now let g = f 0 V, where rr: M, ---f MA is dual to the injection of A into B. 
For the subalgebra B1 of C(M,) generated by B and g, each b1 in B1 is B-holo- 
morphic on M,\g-l(E) = M,\&f -l(E). Thus as1 C a, = 8, by the preceding, 
andsinceg=fon&,g=fonM,. But g cannot separate r-l(m) if that set 
is not a singleton so f cannot, and we conclude r is 1-l. 
Two other consequences of Lemma 1 are proved exactly as the corresponding 
results in [6, 71 were, and seem worth noting. 
THEOREM 3 [6,4.8]. Suppose E C C is a closed set of capacity xe~o, local 
maximum modulus holds relative to a, and g E A. If h E C(M\g-l(E)) is A-holo- 
morphic on M\(a u g-l(E)) and bounded then 
sup I WWg-WI = sup I 4%rWW 
2 Recall that E is totally disconnected. 
5w35/1-3 
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Further, if A 1 8 is an intersection of maximal subalgebras A, of C(a) with 
MA, # a u g-l(E), while each element of 8 has a unique extension in MA,for each a, 
then h is the restriction of an element of A provided h 1 8 has an extension in C(a). 
(The proof in [6’j, which is covered in [6, 4.11, requires, beyond replacing 0 
by E, replacing inequalities like 1 g*(x)/ > E by dist(g*(x), E) > E, on p. 930. 
Note that Theorem 3 applies in particular to the polydisc algebra A(D), where 
the roles of the A, are played by all continuous extensions to T” = (aD)n of 
various disk algebras.) 
THEOREM 4 [7, Theorem 31. Suppose E, is a closed set of capacity zero, 
n = 1, 2,..., and local maximum modulus holds relative to a. Let g be a bounded 
function on M which is A-holomorphic on M\a, hasg j a continuous and is continuous 
at all points of a\ur==, f;‘(E,J, where fn E A and f;‘(E,J lies in the Choquet 
boundary. Then g is continuous on M. 
2. One consequence of our basic lemma is the following generalization 
of a theorem of Frostman [4, p. 971 asserting that the constants are the only 
bounded analytic functions on the unit disc which have cluster values lying in a 
set E of capacity zero over a subset F of positive measure on the boundary. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose local maximum modulus holds relative to a, and f is 
bounded and A-holomorphic on M\a, with cluster values in E on a Bore1 set F C a. 
If E has capacity zero then every point in f -l(@\E) has a Jensen measure on 8 which 
vanishes on F. 
Let B be the closed algebra of bounded functions on M\a generated by A 
and f, and X the closure in M, of M\a. Exactly as in [7, p. 4041, M\a is open in X 
and thus by local maximum modulus and A-holomorphy again one concludes 
a, n (M\a) = a. Moreover if Z-: X + M is the restriction to X of the map 
dual to A 4 B, r is l-l over M\a [7, p. 4041, and thus 7i-8, C a. 
Now for m ef-l(c\E) C M\a C X we have a Jensen measure h on a, repre- 
senting m on B, and p = x*h is a Jensen measure representing m on A which is 
carried by a. Since M\a is dense in X it is clear that f^(dF) C E. Thus for any 
compact K C n-IF, we can apply Lemma 1 to f^s B C C(X) and the compact 
set ,!& = f(K) C E of capacity zero, to conclude that A(K) = 0, whence 0 = 
h(&F) = p(F) by regularity, completing our proof. 
In fact, since h is carried by aB , for Theorem 5 to apply we really only need 
a, n dF C fl( E), i.e., that the cluster values off at points of a, over F lie in 
E. So in Frostman’s setting (where f E A = B = Ha(D), aH, = ML, , Ha 
is imbedded in L* via the map into radial limit functions [5], and F C aD has 
positive Lebesgue measure) we argue as follows, with * the Gelfand representa- 
tion ofLm: by Lusin’s theorem we have a closed set F, C F of positive Lebesgue 
measure for which f 1 F, is continuous, so E,, = f(F,,) is compact, and of capacity 
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zero, and its compactness implies the essential range offXPO lies in Er = E,, u (0). 
Thus fyFo =ffPo has range in E1 , 
+Fo n 8, , SO 8, n n-F0 C&E,). 
whence f has range in E1 on {fFo # 0} = 
C onsequently Theorem 5 yields Frostman’s 
result, for if our f~ P(D) were nonconstant then B”\f-r(E,) # O, and any 
point therein would have a unique Jensen measure on ~3,~ [5] which necessarily 
maps onto a measure on 8D equivalent to Lebesgue measure (under the map 
dual to the injection of the disc algebra into IP); so Theorem 5 implies our F, 
has Lebesgue measure zero, our contradiction.3 
Note that Frostman’s result asserts that any nonconstant f in & must send 
the subset of a,, over a nontrivial subset of 8D (in the measure sense) into a 
nontrivial set in the sense of logarithmic capacity. Our next result makes a 
similar assertion valid off the image of the silov boundary but only for certain 
algebras. Recall that A is called analytic on M if any a E A constant on a nonvoid 
open subset of M is necessarily constant. In the remainder of this section, 
we assume local maximum modulus holds relative to a. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose A is analytic on M, M is locally connected, and E is a 
closed subset of g(M)\g(a) of p osz Eve capacity, where g E A. Then for any non- 3. 
constant f in A, f (g-l(E)) has positive capacity. 
This follows from the more general assertion of 
THEOREM 7. Suppose f, g E A, E C 62 is closed of capacity zero, and f -l(E) 
is nowhere dense. Then the set of values of g taken on exclusively within f -l(E)\a, 
{z E @: ia # g-'(z) c f -yE)\a}, 
is also of capacity zero.4 
To obtain Theorem 6 from this, suppose E1 = f (g-l(E)) has capacity zero. 
a There is in fact a simpler direct proof of Frostman’s result built on the lines of the 
proof of Lemma 1: we can suppose, without loss of generality, thatf(0) $ E (and that E 
is compact, via Lusin, as above). So Jensen’s inequality implies, for 5 E E, that 
log/f(O)-~l~(~/271)Sloglf,--51~~, where f, is the usual dilate off. Since f is 
bounded Fatou’s theorems thus imply log 1 f(0) - 5 / < =(1/2n) s log [ f, - 5 1 d0 Q 
(1/2x) s log I J’ - [ 1 d8, where 3 is the corresponding Bore1 boundary value function 
which we can take as defined off a Bore1 null set. But f(F) C E implies A = j%nF, the 
image of the restriction Lebesgue measure m to F under the map of measures 3* induced 
by x is a nonzero measure carried by E, while exactly as in Lemma 1, our last inequality 
yields log dist(f(O), E) < SE log I z - 1 I dh + log(Ilfljm + 1 6 I) so that h has a bounded 
logarithmic potential and E positive capacity. 
4 As will be noted from the proof, the hypotheses of Theorem 7 could equally well be 
expressed in terms of G = f-‘(E): We require that G be closed, nowhere dense, and a 
universal Jensen null set (u. J.n.s.) in the sense that /\ a Jensen measure for m $ G implies 
XG = 0. (The last allows us to obtain the analog of Lemma 2s below; as a consequence, 
Theorem 7 holds with f-‘(E) replaced by a finite union of such sets (or, using category, 
by a closed countable union).) This u.J.n.s. version of Theorem 7 is in fact a partial 
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Then the closed set El is totally disconnected, so iff-l(E,) has nonvoid interior 
U, any component V of U is a nonvoid open set on which f is necessarily constant, 
whence f is constant by analyticity. So f-l(E,) is nowhere dense, and since 
g-W C f -‘(f (g-‘(E))) = f-YE& E C g(M)\g(a) consists entirely of values of 
g taken on exclusively within f -l(E,)\Z, and Theorem 7 implies E has capacity 
zero.B 
The proof of Theorem 7 uses the multiplicative semigroup S of continuous 
nonnegative functions on M locally approximable on M\a by elements of 1 A 1, 
and several observations concerning such semigroups. First, because each 
m, E M has a base of neighborhoods of the form {m E M: si(m) < E, i = l,..., n}, 
where si E 1 A 1, the Arens-Singer proof of the existence of a silov boundary 
shows S (or any subsemigroup containing / A I) has such a smallest closed 
boundary 8, [9]: s < sup ~(a,), all s E S. Moreover for any s in S, if S, is the 
subsemigroup of S generated by / A j and s, local approximability of s and local 
maximum modulus for A show any m, E M\a has a neighborhood U on which 
s < sup s(M\U), so asO C a, and s < sup s(a). Since s is arbitrary, 8, C 2. 
Next we note that the usual proof of the existence of a Jensen measure carried 
by 8 for m E M extends to S: we have a probability measure A on a for which 
log s(m) < 1 log s dh, SE s; 
of course h is necessarily a Jensen measure for m on A since / A 1 C S. Con- 
sequently, a reformulation of Lemma 2 holds in which the peaking function 
comes from S. 
LEMMA 2,. Suppose E C c is closed of capacity zero, s E S peaks within 3 
on P C a, and V is an open neighborhood of P in a. If 01 = sup s(a\V) and W = 
(mEM:s(m) >01),thenanyf~Aforwhichf(V)CEhasf(W)CE. 
Indeed, for 5 E E, f (m) 4 E, and h a Jensen measure on 8 for m, since [ f - 5 1 E 
IAICX 
log/f(m)-Cl ~~~~gIf--5l~~=f~~gI~-~lIf*~(~~) 
< hllf II + I 5 I) + jE log I z - 5 If *Xdz) 
converse of Lemma 1 (which asserts f-‘(E) is a u. J.n.s. if E has capacity zero), viz.: for 
f E A if f-l(E) is closed, nowhere dense, and misses a, f-‘(E) is a u. J.n.s. only if E has 
capacity zero. (Take g = f.) Finally, it should be noted that the role played by f-‘(E) in 
Corollaries 5 and 6 in particular, can be assumed by any closed u. J.n.s. 
s Clearly, analytic&y for A could be replaced by the hypothesis that f is nowhere 
locally constant; in fact it is enough that f be not locally constant at all points of g-l(E). 
(Then g-‘(E) n f-l(E,)O = 0 and one can replace A by (A 1 (M\f-l(El)o))-; that this 
algebra satisfies local maximum modulus relative to a\f-‘(El)” follows as in the final 
step in the proof of Corollary 7 below, and the preceding proof applies since f-l(E1) n 
(M\f-‘(El)o) is nowhere dense and contains g-‘(E).) 
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again shows the nonnegative measure f *h jE has a bounded logarithmic potential, 
and so vanishes. Thus 0 = f *A(E) = h(f-l(E)) 3 h(V), so 
log s(m) < s logs dX = 1 logs dX < log iy. 
aw 
and m $ W, as asserted. (As earlier, E could be any set of capacity zero, actually.) 
Finally, this form of the lemma allows us to extend Theorem 3 (or the abstract 
Schwarz lemma [6, 4.81) as follows. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose E is closed of capacity zero, f E A, and S, is the multiplica- 
tive semigroup of nonnegative bounded continuousfunctions s on M\f -l(E) which are 
locally qpproximable on M\(a u f -l(E)) by elements of / A I. Then 
sup s(M\f -YE)) < SUP s(a\f -l(E)), scs,. (3) 
The proof proceeds as in [6, p. 9301: We let X be the closure of M\f-l(E) 
inMs, where B is the uniformly closed algebra of bounded continuous functions 
on M\f-l(E) generated by A and S, , so each b E B has a continuous extension 
6 to X. We conclude that X\f-l(E) = M\f-l(E): for 
X, = {x E X: dist(f(x), E) > c} 
lies in the closure of F = {m E M: dist(f(m), E) 3 l } in view of the density of 
M\f -l(E) in X, and since F is already compact X, lies in F C M\f-l(E). So 
X\f-l(E) C M\f-l(E), while the reverse holds trivially sincefextends f. 
Moreover, this also shows that M\f-l(E) is open in X as well, and from that 
we conclude f-l(E) is nowhere dense in X and that each s” in SIA is locally 
approximable in X on X\(f-l(E) u a) by 1 e ements of / A I. Consequently (again 
by local approximability and local maximum modulus for A) we conclude that 
asI; C f-r(E) u (a\f-l(E))-, and by Lemma 2, the fact that!--‘(E) is all boundary 
in X shows no element of SIA can assume its maximum modulus only in T’ = 
f-l(E)\(a\f -l(E))-, whence asl^ C (a\f-l(E))-, yielding (3). 
We can now proceed to the proof of Theorem 7. Suppose F = {.z E @: 
0 # g--‘(x) c f -yE)\q is not of capacity zero. Then [3, 131 there is a proba- 
bility measure p carried by a compact subset K of F with a bounded and every- 
where continuous logarithmic potential 
since fi is harmonic and nonconstant on C\K, .zO 6 K implies p(z,,) < sup p(K). 
In particular, since g-l(K) C g-l(F) C f -l(E)\a, g(a) n K = 0. So 
sup Iz(g(a)) < sup P(K). (4) 
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Now exp(p ~g) 1 (M\f-r(E)) yields an element s of our semigroup S’, of 
Lemma 3: exp@ 0 g) is locally approximable by elements of j A 1 near m, E 
M\(a of-l(E)) because p is harmonic on @\K 1 g(M)\FI)g(M\g-l(F))3 
g(M\f-r(E)), and so coincides with Re h for h analytic near g(m,,), whence s = 
exp@ 0 g) == ! exp(h 0 g)l near m, . By our extended Schwarz lemma 
or, sincef-l(E) is nowhere dense by hypothesis. 
sup 12 0 g(M) < sup p o g(% (5) 
But K C F C g(M), so (5) implies 
sup iW) G sup fi(g(% 
contradicting (4). Thus our original assumption that F was not of capacity zero 
must have been false, and our proof of Theorem 7 is complete. 
Theorem 7 shows that for E closed of capacity zero and f, g E A, the values 
added to the range ofg by just the partf-l(E) of its domain form a set of capacity 
zero. An analogous assertion can be made for cluster values of A-holomorphic 
functions. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose f and g are continuous and bounded on M\K and A- 
holomorphic on M\(K u a), where K is a closed subset of M. Suppose the cluster 
values off at points of K lie in a closed set E of capacity zero. Then 
F = cl(g, W\kUg, a\K)- u gW\(K u f -*(WI 
is also of capacity zero (where cl(g, K) denotes the set of cluster values of g at points 
of K)- 
Regarding values at points of continuity as “cluster values,” F is essentially 
the set of “new” cluster values produced at points of K outside a. To reduce the 
result to the setting of Theorem 7 let B be the uniformly closed algebra of 
bounded continuous functions on M\(K u f -l(E)) generated by A, f, and g, and 
let X be the closure of this set in MB . Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3, we 
we have M\K,, = M\(K u f -l(E)) imbedded topologically as an open subset 
of X, which is precisely X\f^-l(E), wherefdenotes the continuous extension off 
to X. Again, f-‘(E) is nowhere dense in X (as the complement of an open dense 
subset), while local approximability of a dense set of elements of B and local 
maximum modulus for A relative to a show a, n (M\K,,) C a, so a, Cf-l(E) u 
(a\K,)-; now Lemma 2 and the fact that f-l(E) is nowhere dense show a, C 
(a\Kl-. 
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Consequently, Theorem 7 applies to yield our conclusion once we see we have 
local maximum modulus for B on X relative to (8\K,-,)-: for z EF is clearly a 
value oft on X not assumed on (a\&)- or M\K, , so only in x\(IM\K,,) C f-l(E), 
hence only in f-l(E)\(a\K,,)-, as required. But the desired local maximum 
modulus for B follows from the generalized Schwarz lemma (Theorem 3 or 
Lemma 3) : given V open in x\( 8\K,)- we have U = V n (M\K,,) open in M\a 
and dense in V (since M\K,, is dense in X), while clearly aU C av, thus if 
b E B is A-holomorphic on U we obtain 
sup I @‘)I = SUP I W-0 < sup I b(aU\f-l(E))l 
by applying Lemma 3, say, to the subalgebra A, = (A I U-)- of C(U) and the 
A,-holomorphic function b on U\f-l(E) (since aA1 C aU by local maximum 
modulus for A). Now from alJ C aV we have 
SUP I 4v1 6 SUP I &av)i. 
and since the elements of B which are A-holomorphic on U are dense in B our 
proof is complete. 
3. Finally, we give a slight strenghtening of Stout’s result. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose K is a relatively closed subset of the open unit disc Do, 
and F is a Bore1 set contained in K for which K\F has capacity zero. Suppose f is 
a bounded analytic function on DO\K which is not locally constant and whose set E 
of cluster values at points of F has capacity zero. Then f has a bounded analytic 
extension to Do. 
Applying a M6bius map, we can assume 0 $ K and f is not constant on some 
neighborhood of 0. Indeed, at any point z, E D”\K where f is not locally constant, 
f is an open map and since E has no interior, neither has f -l(E) near z,; thus we 
always have z, + z, , a, # a0 with z, 4 f-l(E). In particular, we can assume 
0 $f-l(E) and indeed a, 4 f-l(E) for z, -+ 0 as well by applying another 
conformal self-map of Do. 
Now let r < 1 be fixed and let B be the closed algebra of bounded functions 
on D,O\K = {z $ K: 1 2: 1 < r> generated by f and the polynomials. Let X be 
the closure of D,O\K in Me and 6 the extension of b E B to X; exactly as in 
[7, p. 4041, D,.O\K forms an open subset of X which misses a, by local maximum 
modulus for analytic functions. Thus if r: X + (D,O\K)- is dual to 6he injection 
of the disc algebra into B, k$, C aD,. u aK. (Of course rr = 1, for z the identity 
function.) 
Now each x0 E D,.O\K with f (x0) $ E is represented on B by a Jensen measure X 
carried by a,; n*X = p is then carried by 30,. u aK. Evidently, for any compact 
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subset T of +F, E, = f(T) C E, and so is a compact set of capacity zero. Thus 
by Lemma 1, h vanishes on f-l(E,) 1 T, whence X(rr-lF) = 0 by regularity and 
p(F) = 0. Since p must be a Jensen measure representing z,, on the disc algebra, 
and K\F has capacity zero while z,, 6 K, p(K\F) = 0 by Lemma 1 applied to the 
identity function. Thus p(K) = 0, and so p is carried by 80, , which implies 
it is given precisely by the Poisson kernel and linear measure. Moreover, since 
p(K) = h(+(K)) = 0, f is defined and continuous p a.e. on aD, , so that 
for z E aD, outside a set of linear measure zero we have {(n-l(z)) = f(z); thus 
SfC > (d 17 h h z TV z w ic is well defined, coincides withSfdX = f(xO). As a consequence 
if g is the harmonic function on D, O defined by integration off j aD, against 
the Poisson kernel, then g(zo) = f(.so) for each z, E D,O\K with f(z,) @ E. 
In particular, for a0 = 0, and by our initial observation for a sequence 
x, --f z, , x, # z. , we havef(z,) $ E, and thusf(sn) = g(x,). But the boundary 
values ofg on aD, agree a.e. withf and for z. = 0 
I z”g(z) p(dz) = s x”f(z) /I = s @jdA = 93(O) = 0 
for n > 1, so the harmonic functiong on D, O is actually analytic. Since f(zn) = 
g(z,) and both f and g are analytic near 0, we concludef = g near 0; indeed for 
any x0 E D,.O\K where f is not locally constant we have a sequence z, + .zo , 
x, # x0 , with f(zn) # E, so f (zn) = g(z,), and again f = g near z, . 
Now let S = {z $ K: 1 z 1 < r, f(z) = g(z)}“, an open nonvoid set, and 
suppose w E &S n D,O andg(w) $ E. Let w, E S, w, -+ w. Suppose w $ K. Then 
f is continuous at w so f (w) = lim f (wn) = lim g(w,) = g(w) $ E, and if f were 
not locally constant at w we would have f = g near w; since w E &9 we conclude f 
is constant near w, hence on a nonvoid open subset of S. Since f = g there, g is 
constant, in particular, near zero, despite the fact that f = g and is nonconstant 
near zero, a contradiction. We thus conclude that w E K. If in addition w E F then 
g(w) = limg(w,) = lim f (wn) E E, and so w E aS n D,O and g(w) 6 E imply 
w E K\F. Hence the relatively closed subset aS n D,O of D,O lies in g-l(E) u 
(K\F) which is of capacity zero,6 whence X5’ n D,O must be totally disconnected. 
Since &S cannot separate D,O we conclude S is dense in D,O, and f = g on a 
dense subset of D,O. So g provides our analytic extension off to Dro, bounded 
by llf IL 9 and since Y < 1 is arbitrary we are done. 
Actually, we have a more general assertion allowing a countable set of functions 
(and extending Corollary 3): if{fk} is a sequence of bounded functions holomorphic 
on D”\K, where the relatively closed set K C u Fk , FI, is Bore& and the cluster 
values of fk at any z EF~ lie in a closed set Ek of capacity zero, while all fk are 
nonconstant on some disc Do C D\K, then each fk has a bounded analytic extension 
to all of Do. Of course Theorem 8 corresponds to the case of two functions (with 
6 Here, we use the fact that for our nonconstant g analytic on D”, E of capacity zero 
implies g-l(E) has capacity zero. 
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one the identity function). For the proof, note that we can obtain our sequence 
z, + z,, = 0 (taken in D,,), now withfk(zn) $ EI, for all K and n, by the openness 
of the fk and category; we now conclude that for A on a, representing a point z 
in D,O\K with f&z) $ EI, for all K we have X(f,l(E,)) = 0 for all K, so p(Fk) = 0 
since P-~F~ C f&E,), and thus p(K) = 0 for the image measure p. So as before 
we conclude that fk(z) = gk(z) for all K if fj(z) $ Ej , all j (where g, is the har- 
monic extension fk which we find to be analytic as before). Taking S = {z E 
D,O\K: f&i) = glc(z), all K}O now, we again conclude aS n Dro is totally dis- 
connected, as a subset of (J g,‘(E,), a set of capacity zero. 
We might also note that an abstract version of Theorem 8 can be obtained 
if we are also willing to take f continuous on M\K, A 1 a maximal in C(a), and 
K\F a null set for all Jensen measures for points off that set. 
For completeness, we note a reformulation of Lemma 2 akin to that given by 
Wermer [12] for its predecessor, as well as a variant. 
LEMMA 2’. For any E C @ of capacity zero and f E A, M\f -l(E) lies in the 
A-convex hull 
{m E M : / a(m)1 < sup / a(a\f -l(E))I) = G(%j (6) 
of alf-l(E). 
Here 3 C M is any closed boundary for A of course. To obtain the inclusion, 
note that for m not in (6) we have an a E A for which Re a(m) > 1 > sup Re a(a\ 
f-l(E)); thus for an appropriate c > 1, b = tea is an element of A which peaks 
on a subset P of a n f -l(E) an is strictly larger in modulus at m than 01 = d 
sup 1 b(Z\f-l(E))/ < 1. Evidently from the last inequality, we have V = 
a n f -l(E) a neighborhood of P in a, so Lemma 2 implies f (m) E E, or m 6 M\ 
f-Y-9 
Our variant corresponds to [6, 2.51. 
LEMMA 2”. Suppose E is of capacity zero, g E A peaks within 8 on P, V is a 
neighborhood of P in 8 and 01 = sup 1 g(a\ V)(, W = {m E M: / g(m)1 > a}. 
Then for any bounded sequence {fn} in A for which the set cl{fn(m)} of cluster 
values of (f%(m)> at each m E V lies in E, cl{f,(m)> C E for all m E W. 
Fix m E W and a Jensen measure h for m on a, and suppose c = lim f,Jm) 
is a cluster value at m not in E. Then by a well- known argument [5, p. 1001 
there is a sequence {g&} of convex combinations of the fn for which g,(m) - c 
and g, -+ h a.e. A. For 5 E E we have log I gk(m) - 5 1 < slog I g, - 5 [ d/\ and 
so by Fatou, since I g, - 1 ) < M + j 5 I for all n and some M, 
log I c - 5 1 < lim J” log j g, - 5 / dX < j log / h - 5 / dX 
< 
s 
log 1 z - 5 1 h*/\(dz), 
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which again shows sEK log / z - 5 1 h*X(dz) is bounded as before, EK = h(K) 
for any compact K C V. So h*h(E,) = h(h-l(E,)) = 0, which implies h(V) = 0 
again, so I g(m)l < .I& I g I dx < 01 follows, showing c 6 E implies m $ W and 
completing our proof. 
One may ask whether it is necessary to require that E have capacity zero in 
Theorem 1 and in similar results. Observe that the proof of Theorem 1 applies 
to any set E, containing no continuum, for which the conclusion of Lemma 2’ 
is valid. Although it is not known whether capacity zero is a necessary restriction 
on E in Theorem 1, this restriction is definitely needed in Lemma 2’, as is seen 
from the following 
PROPOSITION. Let E be any proper subset of C with positive (inner) capacity. 
Then there exists a function algebra A defined on its maximal ideal space M, with 
Silov boundary a, and there exists f E A so that M\f -l(E) is not contained in 
a\f-‘(E). 
Proof. First, consider the trivial case in which E” # O. Let A be the disc 
algebra, and define f(z) = ax + b for a, b E @ so that f (0) # E and f (1) E E”. 
Evidently, 0 #m) and 0 E M\f -l(E), w ic h h verifies the assertion in this case. 
Henceforth, assume E” is empty. Select El to be a compact subset of E with 
positive capacity, and select Y > 0 so that El C (z: j z I < r}. In P, define 
Ql = {(w, 4: I w I < r, I .z I < 11, 
Qz = {(w, 4: w E El > Iz I < 21, 
K=Q,uQ,, 
and M = the polynomially convex hull of K. Let A be the algebra generated 
by the polynomials on M, let a = a, , and let f (w, a) = w. Assume M\f -l(E) _C 
a\f -l(E). Then, since a\f -l(E) C Q1 = &I , M\f -l(E) C Q1 , so M\Ql C f -l(E). 
Hence f(M\K) _C f(M\Q,) C E, and so f(M\K)O = B. On the other hand, it 
follows from an explicit description of M in [I l] that M\K contains a nonempty 
open subset c2; therefore, since f is a coordinate projection, f (M\K)O # 0, 
a contradiction. 
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